L12i

Laptop, Tablet &
Chromebook Charge Cabinet
Compact and flexible, the L12i is a smart charging solution for schools
deploying large-scale mobile devices. Charge, store and manage up to 12
iPads, tablets, laptops and Chromebooks at once. The daisy-chain feature
and intelligent charging system allow you to boost your charging capacity
up to 24 devices simply by linking one cabinet to another, charging all
devices through a single outlet without worry of circuit overload. And the
L12i can easily stack on top of each other, saving space and reducing
clutter. The L12i also features clever cable management system, making it
a perfect solution to manage your ICT investment hassle-free.

Compact & stackable
The compact size and the ability to stack on top of each other add more classroom space and
reduce clutter.

Daisy-chain feature
The L12i can be daisy chained up to 2 charging cabinets. The expandable feature allows you to easily
boost charging capacity to 24 mobile devices and laptops, and with intelligent charging system you
can safely charge all of your devices through a single outlet without overloading circuit.

Ample storage slots
The L12i’s ample storage slots can fit a variety of mobile devices and laptops on the market. Power
adapters can be stored in individual compartments while the repositionable cable clips keep power
cables neat and organized.

Protect your devices
Secure your valuable devices against theft and vandalism with L12i’s sturdy steel frame and a
three-point locking mechanism on the front double door. And the foam protected dividers add an
extra layer of protection to your devices.

Round & sound
The seams are smoothed to a round finish and covered in protective, eco-friendly plastic, leaving no
exposed corners or sharp edges. The dependable L12i ensures a safe learning environment.

L12i

Laptop, Tablet & Chromebook Charge Cabinet

product specifications
storage / charging capacity

Up to 12 laptops (up to a 14" screen), tablets and/or Chromebooks

LED status indicators

solid blue: charging

lockable doors

yes, front door with three-point lock

storage shelves

one 12-bay shelves

cable management

individual AC adapter storage compartments & repositionable cable clips

swivel casters

no

intelligent charging system

yes

sync function

no

auxiliary power outlet

no

power system

two different power specification provided by region:
AC 220V~240V, 50/60Hz; input: 8A, output: 6A
AC 100V~120V, 50/60Hz; input: 12A, output: 8A

slot dimensions

W = 36mm (1.42'')

(W x H x D)

H = 285mm (11.22'')
D = 364mm (14.33'')

cabinet dimensions

W = 760mm (29.92'')

(W x H x D)

H = 495mm (19.49'')
D = 425mm (16.73'')

cabinet weight

35kg (77lbs)

warranty

10-year limited warranty for cabinet
5-year limited warranty for electrical parts
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